
CHIBETTO MOJI    ཅིབེཿཏ ོ་མཇིོ チベット文字
Introduction:

Chibetto Moji is an adaptation of the Tibetan Uchen script for writing Japanese. The name literally means
‘Tibetan  characters’  in  Japanese.  This  script  is  intended  to  be  more  straightforward  and  comprehensive  than
Japanese Kana (both Hiragana and Katakana) in its phonetic representation of Japanese words. Morphemes are
delimited from each other like in Tibetan, thus there is no distinction between orthography of native Japanese
words and loan words; they can be told apart from the context.

Although Chibetto Moji doesn’t encode any semantic content of Japanese words, one is permitted to use
Kanji characters if that makes it easier to understand. Chibetto Moji also permits the use of Tibetan ‘letter heads’ to
distinguish different words with identical pronunciation from each other. Nevertheless, the standard use of Chibetto
Moji doesn’t feature any Kanji characters or Tibetan letter heads since they generally aren’t necessary.

The Script:
In the following images, the consonants (with inherent ‘a’ sound) of Chibetto Moji, labelled with equivalents

in Katakana and the vowel marks are shown on a greyed out consonant ‘ཀ’ labelled with equivalents in the ‘k’ series
of Katakana. Along with the vowels are 3 embellishment marks labelled with equivalents in Katakana:

There are some differences between Chibetto Moji and the Uchen used for Tibetan. In Chibetto Moji: 
 fewer letters are used than in Tibetan
 each letter sounds the same wherever it is in a word; they are phonetically consistent
 there are no silent letters other than the 3 optional ‘letter heads’ (more on that later)
 there are no consonant clusters although the [ྱ�] mark can be used on consonants

◦ this mark is called the ‘palatal mark’ in Chibetto Moji
◦ when added to a consonant, it follows it with a ‘y’ sound, like in Tibetan
◦ some regular Tibetan letters are treated as ligatures of Chibetto Moji letters with this mark:

▪ [ཅ] + [ྱ�] becomes [ཙ]. this is pronounced like [ts]; this is a special case of palatalization
▪ [ཇ] + [ྱ�] becomes [ཛ]. this is pronounced like [dz]; this is a special case of palatalization
▪ [འ] + [ྱ�] becomes [ཡ]. this is pronounced like ‘y’ as a consonant.

◦ No other consonants combine with each other in Chibetto Moji
 each letter (including vowel marks and embellishments) represents 1 syllable, and vice versa
 the letter [འ] is always used instead of [ཨ], to represent any vowel not followed by a consonant
 the letter [ཕ] is used for the ‘f’ sound

As seen above, a total of 18 plain consonants, 1 ‘palatal mark’, 8 vowels and 3 embellishments are used in
Chibetto Moji. The palatal mark can be attached to most plain consonants to add a ‘y’ sound to it, occasionally
forming ligatures with the consonant and/or modifying its pronunciation.

The 8 vowels occur as marks placed above and below consonants to form syllables. Among these, there are
5 plain vowels [ア, イ, ウ, エ, オ] and 3 palatal vowels [ヤ, ユ, ヨ]. The plain vowels are used on plain consonants
and palatal vowels, on palatalized consonants.

The 3 embellishment marks, shown here below the vowel marks, can be added to any syllable to perform
their functions. The ‘anusvara’ mark has been adapted here to act as a final ‘n’ [ン ]  added at the end of some
Japanese syllables. The ‘visarga’ mark has been adapted here to double a following consonant like the [ッ] mark.



The following table shows the various syllables used in Chibetto Moji labelled with equivalents in Katakana.
Those syllables shown in grey are not formally used in Japanese but can be used for proper nouns and loan words:

Note: 1 or more of the 3 embellishment marks can be used on any of the syllables above, to form more syllables.

ྱི �ྱ ྱེ ྱ ོ ྱ�   ྱ�  �ྱ ྱ�ོ
ཀカ ཀིキ ཀུク ཀེケ ཀ コོ ཀྱキャ ཀྱུキュ ཀྱ キོョ
གガ གིギ གུグ གེゲ ག ゴོ གྱギャ གྱུギュ གྱ ギོョ
ཧハ ཧིヒ ཧེヘ ཧホོ ཧྱヒャ ཧྱ�ヒュ ཧྱヒོョ
ཅチャ ཅིチ ཅུチュ ཅེチェ ཅ チོョ ཙツャ ཙུツ ཙོツォ
ཇ ཇི ཇུ ཇེ ཇ ོ ཛヅャ ཛུヅ ཛ ོヅォ
ཤシャ ཤིシ ཤུシュ ཤེシェ ཤ シོョ
ཏタ ཏིチィ ཏུトゥ ཏེテ ཏ トོ
དダ དིヂィ དུドゥ དེデ ད ドོ དྱドャ དྱུドュ དྱུ ドོョ
ནナ ནིニ ནུヌ ནེネ ན ノོ ནྱニャ ནྱུニュ ནྱ ニོョ
པパ པིピ པུプ པེペ པポོ པྱピャ པྱུピュ པྱピོョ
བバ བིビ བུブ བེベ བボོ བྱビャ བྱུビュ བྱビོョ
མマ མིミ མུム མེメ མ モོ མྱミャ མྱུミュ མྱ ミོョ
ཝワ ཝིヰ ཝེヱ ཝ ヲོ
འア འིイ འུウ འེエ འ オོ ཡヤ ཡུユ ཡヨོ
རラ རིリ རུル རེレ ར ロོ རྱリャ རྱུリュ རྱ リོョ
སサ སུス སེセ ས ソོ
ཟザ ཟུズ ཟེゼ ཟゾོ
ཕファ ཕིフィ ཕུフ ཕེフェ ཕフོォ ཕྱフャ ཕྱུフュ ཕྱフོョ
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Morphemes:
While Chibetto Moji focuses on the phonetic representation of Japanese, the Japanese language itself uses

a lot of homophones with very different meanings. Chibetto Moji offers a couple of options to distinguish between
homophones. One could either use Kanji characters in place of some Chibetto Moji words, to specify their meaning,
or use Tibetan ‘letter heads’ to mark words with different meaning yet identical pronunciation apart. Both these
features are optional and can be used to one’s discretion.

The Tibetan letter heads are basically miniature Uchen letters placed on top of the consonant in a syllable
without modifying the pronunciation of the syllable. Like in Tibetan, Chibetto Moji offers 3 letter heads, which don’t
carry any phonetic value, but can be used on different words of identical pronunciation to tell them apart:

There are no well-defined rules as to which letter head must be used where as long as different heads are
used on different homophones.

Like in Tibetan, the morphemes in Chibetto Moji are separated using the ‘morpheme break’ mark [ ་]. This
eases the reading of Japanese text by displaying the native vocabulary, grammatical particles and loan words in a
sentence, discretely. The Tibetan comma separator [༔] and sentence break mark [།] are used for punctuation.

Sample Text:
The following sample text is the Japanese version of article 1 of the UDHR, using Chibetto Moji. It uses the

standard form of Chibetto Moji (i.e. without optional features like letter heads or Kanji):

      སུབེཏེ་ན་ོནིཾགེཾ་ཝ ༔ འུམརེ་ནགར་ནི་ཤིཏེ་ཇིཡཱུ་དེ་འརི ༔ ཀཙུ ༔ ས ོཾགེཾ་ཏ ོ་ཀེཾརི་ཏ ོ་ནི་ཙུའིཏེ་བྱཱོདཱོོ་ོདེ་འརུ།
    ནིཾགེཾ་ཝ ༔ རིསཱེེ་ཏ ོ་རྱཱོཤོིཾ་ཏ ོ་ཝ་ོསཟུཀེརརེཏེའརི ༔ ཏགའི་ནི་དཱོཧཱོོ་ོན་ོསཱེེཤིཾ་ཝ་ོམཿོཏེ་ཀཱོདཱོོཤིོནཀེརེབནརནའི།


